The joint meeting of the **Privacy and Training Committees** focused on reviewing and refining the *Privacy, Civil Rights, and Civil Liberties Compliance Verification for the Intelligence Enterprise and Common Competencies for State, Local, and Tribal Analysts* draft; reviewing the Nationwide Suspicious Activity Reporting (SAR) Initiative (NSI) line officer roll-call video; continuing development of a line officer roll-call video on the importance of privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties protections,* and receiving an overview by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security representatives on privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties training being developed for fusion centers.

**April 1—CICC and GIWG Meeting**

CICC and GIWG members met jointly to hear overviews on the newly established NSI and Fusion Center Program Management Offices (PMOs); latest interoperability efforts between the Sensitive But Unclassified (SBU) information sharing systems; current Federal Bureau of Investigation activities and initiatives; and the Mumbai attacks, and implications for major urban areas. A concluding roundtable was held on the groups’ involvement in these efforts. The next meeting of the Global Intelligence groups was tentatively slated for September 2010.

**New Intelligence Leadership**

- As previously noted in *Highlights*, April 2010—Vol. 2, Mr. Porter has left his role as Chair of the CICC and GIWG and resigned his Global Advisory Committee (GAC) seat as CICC representative to pursue new challenges.
- Congratulations to Mr. Ronald Brooks as the newly appointed CICC and GIWG Chair and GAC CICC representative, and Assistant Sheriff Michael McClary, Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department, Nevada, as the newly appointed CICC Vice Chair.

---

* Asterisked items indicate priority issues raised during the GIWG Committees’ discussions on March 31.